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Abstract

- The number of reported Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs) continues to rise annually
- There are over 211,371 CVEs and 25,093 new vulnerabilities were disclosed in 2022 alone
- Security vulnerability analysis methods rely on manual and time-consuming linking of CVE, Common Weakness Enumeration (CWEs), and Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPECs)

Main Objectives:
- Automated and efficient entity linking
- Improve predictions accuracy compared to prior works
- Handling unseen entities and dealing with incomplete data

Datasets

- 4,096 Linux CVEs from 1999-2020, obtained from the MITRE CVE database
- 16,044 CVEs from 1999-2023 acquired from the RedHat Security Database
- We provided the datasets and models for results reproduction

CVE Classification

CVE-2020-12662 and its CWE classification

Method and Results

Methodology
Collecting entities from the CVE, CWE, and CAPEC databases
Embedding entities description into continuous vector space using OpenAI’s Ada Large Language Model
Generating textual descriptions for entity relations using ChatGPT and embedding them with Ada
Initializing RotatE with the acquired embeddings
Evaluating model with inductive link prediction for performance on unseen entities

Model Initialization

Best result achieved with RotatE initialized with Ada embedding

Results

Our evaluation involves predicting relationships between security entities, both across and different databases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Hit@10</th>
<th>Hit@5</th>
<th>Hit@1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Han et al. [1]</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xing et al. [2]</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our approach</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Evaluation on Linux CVEs dataset.

Previous Works


Our Contribution

- Using large language model to improve knowledge graph embedding
- Introducing an innovative approach for initializing relations embeddings
- Providing comprehensive datasets and models for future benchmarking

Future Work

In the future we will:
- Extended research of entities and relations representation to improve results
- Prediction of CVEs and CWEs relations with Fine-grained CWEs hierarchy
- Broaden our research by predicting relations between new types of entities, such as Internet Protocols
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